Biodegradable nanoprobe based on MnO2 nanoflowers and graphene quantum dots for near infrared fluorescence imaging of glutathione in living cells.
Near infrared (NIR) emitting semiconductor quantum dots can be excellent fluorescent nanoprobes, but the poor biodegradability and potential toxicity limits their application. The authors describe a fluorescent system composed of graphene quantum dots (GQDs) as NIR emitters, and novel MnO2 nanoflowers as the fluorescence quenchers. The system is shown to be an activatable and biodegradable fluorescent nanoprobe for the "turn-on" detection of intracellular glutathione (GSH). The MnO2-GQDs nanoprobe is obtained by adsorbing GQDs onto the surface of MnO2 nanoflowers through electrostatic interaction. This results in the quenching of the NIR fluorescence of the GQDs. In the presence of GSH, the MnO2-GQDs nanoprobe is degraded and releases Mn2+ and free GQDs, respectively. This gives rise to increased fluorescence. The nanoprobe displays high sensitivity to GSH and with a 2.8 μM detection limit. It integrates the advantages of NIR fluorescence and biodegradability, selectivity, biocompatibility and membrane permeability. All this makes it a promising fluorescent nanoprobe for GSH and for cellular imaging of GSH as shown here for the case of MCF-7 cancer cells. Graphical abstract A biodegradable NIR fluorescence nanoprobe (MnO2-GQDs) for the "turn-on" detection of GSH in living cell was established, with the NIR GQD as the fluorescence reporter and the MnO2 nanoflower as the fluorescence quencher.